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Whether it’s a regular sedan to a 
concert or an exotic specialty vehicle like a stretch Excur-
sion Limo to a sporting event, allow Family Car Service to 
make your experience a memorable one. We have an ex-
tensive variety of vehicles to choose from. Regular luxury 
sedans, SUVs or vans may suit your transportation needs 
as well. All of these vehicles are available for point-to-point 
transfer service, 24/7. All stretch limousines require hourly 
reservation bookings during weekend evenings and most 
major concerts or sporting events.
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       If you’re planning on dining before a big game or event,  what better way to arrive in comfort and style than in one of our luxuri-
ous stretch limousines? Let FCS be your designated driver for the evening, and avoid any dangerous risks while driving. Don’t 
waste your time and hassle with ridiculous traffic and parking congestion. Let FCS drop you off at the door in style, front and center. 

     Our stretch sedan limos can accommodate parties up to 10, and our stretch SUV limos will accommodate parties up 
to 18. Groups of passengers, 18 or more may request to use our 28 and 33 passenger mid size buses. If requested within a 
minimum of 2 days before your pick up, your limo can color coordinate the cocktail napkins to most color themes at no 
extra charge. If you are reserving a limousine for a formal occasion, please request for the driver to dress in formal attire.
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All hourly limo ADs (Alternate Destinations) are free from additional charges like extra stops and wait time. Ice and bever-
ages are always included in the service. Passengers must provide their own drinks containing alcohol. Florida law prevents 
us from buying or serving alcohol. Beverages will include a mix of regular and diet sodas and bottled water. If you have a re-
quest for particular beverages such as OJ or cranberry juice, please let us know before the start of your job. Extra coolers can be 
stored in the trunk and are available at NO extra charge. You may provide your own drinks and ice with your extra cooler if you 
wish. There’s nothing like having your own personal chauffeur and limousine at your fingertips. Our professional drivers will stay 
and monitor any personal items you wish to leave in your limousine, and will be happy to bring them to you when you need them. 

Most venues will NOT allow reentry 
once a vehicle leaves. Most venues will 
NOT allow you to be dropped off in the 
parking lot area without paying the full 
parking fee. Some venues pre sell park-
ing passes per event at a discount. You 
may obtain these passes on your own, 
and hand them to your driver. If you 
will be reserving a limousine or bus, 
make sure you purchase a parking pass 
for that type of vehicle you reserved. 
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Tailgating - Alcoholic beverage can not be 
consumed while moving unless it’s in a limo. 
If you would like to ‘tailgate’ before the big 
game, you may bring a grill and keg to your 
‘tailgate’ party. You will then be limited to an 
SUV, van, or bus for your transportation. A 
trailer can be used for your supplies if need-
ed. You will be responsible for picking up 
any wrappers, boxes, or packaging after the 
event. Excessive clean up by the driver will 
result in extra clean up charges. Please read 
our polices and terms for more information.

Police and city officials will often close off 
incoming roads, or redirect all incoming traf-
fic to outbound routes at the end of a major 
concert or sporting event, thus making next 
to impossible to meet up with passengers un-
til the roads and traffic flow are normal. If 
you wish to avoid the option of paid park-
ing, FCS  will not be responsible for any in-
convenience this may cause to your service.

Ice and Beverages, are NOT included on any limo transfer services. They are only included for hourly AD service. Ice and beverages can be 
added to your transfer for $15.00 if requested. We are not permitted to serve alcohol. Passengers may provide their own drinks containing al-
cohol. Use of our drink ware with your own beverages is a $10.00 service fee, if you did not request ice & beverage service. Other additional 
charges are extra stops, wait time, tolls, or parking. Each scheduled or non-scheduled stop is $15.00. You have 15 FREE minutes at your pickup 
or at your drop off, during your limo transfer. Extra wait time will be billed at $1.00 per minute. If you require another limo transfer after your 
first we can NOT 100% guarantee the same limo will be available unless you reserve it by the hour, otherwise known as a hourly limo A.D.

Event Parking - Most concert and 
sporting venues have reserved parking 
for stretch limousines and transporta-
tion services. The parking fee and rules 
for these venues change per event. 
These rates can fluctuate from $20.00 
to $50.00 dollars per vehicle. Most 
venues will only accept cash. FCS does 
NOT encourage drivers to carry large 
amounts of cash while on the job. Do 
NOT expect the driver to have cash 
to pay your parking at these events.

VEHICLE CAPACITY & HOURLY SERVICE
CHART W/O LUGGAGE

Passenger Maximum Hourly Minimum

Sedan 3 Adults 1 Child 3 Hr

SUV 7 Adults 4 Hr

Transport Van 14 Adults 4 Hr

Stretch Sedan 
Limo/Day Car 6 Adults 4 Hr

Stretch Sedan 
Limousines 6 -10 Adults 4 Hr

Stretch SUV 
Limousines 14 - 18 Adults 5 Hr

Mid Size 
Busses 28 - 33 Adults 5   


